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Botticelli
knitted shawl

pattern
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Our shawl is worked with circular irons. The two processing techniques, stocking
stitch and garter sts, give shape to two distinct triangles.

A free shawl, for those who love elegance dictated by nature and simplicity. Its shape and size make
it perfect for different occasions. In fact, it will be a precious accessory to enrich our outfit, but also
an indispensable "shoulder cover" for the most elegant evenings





It is the name of the first collection to which the dyer gave life. It is a research
yarn in which craftsmanship and chromatic expertise are mixed together

The Tintore was inspired by several paintings by Italian painters known for their
magnificent works, and by contemporary Italian artists who are emerging in
recent years.

http://www.perfettimatasseacolori.it/category/collezioni-tinture/
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The first collection was sold out in a
short time, and the theme related to
art was the one that was most
successful.
▬ Botticelli

▬ Marieschi

▬ Raffaello

▬ Mantegna

▬ Balla

▬ Sassu

▬ Dell’osso

▬ Vettriano

▬

Contemporary and Renaissance
painters, in a combination of taste and
unique colors in which the dark colors
blend with the most joyful colors.
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On the last page of this small book you will find instructions for working the model. Simply follow the
instructions step by step to see it grow among your needles. The model is very simple to make and is
suitable for both novices and more experienced knitters

● GARTER STITCH
● STOCKINETTE STITCH
● DROPPED STITCHES ROW

The details of the points and the execution can be found on the last page of this brochure.

Once the shawl is finished along the central spine it will measure about 47 centimeters, (0,5y)  to which
the tassel must be added

Instead of printing all the pages
Only launches the last one
Nature will also thank you

http://www.perfettimatasseacolori.it/
https://www.etsy.com/it/listing/631479758/scialle-triangolare-in-lana-sfumata


You can find dealers directly on the Perfetti Yarns
Home page. The links are on the first and last page
of this small book. Or click on the logo below

First of all the yarn

But you can choose from all the themes of the art
collection. It is a 100% merino yarn in the Sock thick
format. 100gr about 400mt (3,52 oz - 437 y)

80 cm circular needles, number 4.
In any case, the equivalent to form a 10x10 knitted
stock sample that has 20 stitches and 35 rows

The author of the shawl is LaPizia, she makes several items and has
them for sale in her shop on Etsy.

So if you're a bit 'lazy, or if you're in a hurry to wear it, you can also buy
it in his shop.

http://www.perfettimatasseacolori.it/
https://www.etsy.com/it/listing/631479758/scialle-triangolare-in-lana-sfumata


Materials:
100 g “Perfetti” gradient wool; circular needles (80 cm) number 4 or measure necessary to obtain a
gauge (10 cm x 10 cm) of 20 stitches and 35 rows.
Measurements: approximately 47 cm measured along the central plug.
PATTERN:
GARTER STITCH: Knit all rows.
1 ridge = 2 rows Knit.
STOCKINETTE STITCH: 1 knit row, 1purl row.
DROPPED STITCHES ROW:
1°, 2° row: knit
3° row: knit wrapping the yarn twice around the needle.
4° row: knit inserting the needle only in the first stitch, dropping the second stitch.
5° row: repeat row 1 to 4.
EXPLANATION
Worked back and forth on circular needle.
Cast on 4 stitches. Work in GARTER STITCH as follows:
1° row (right side): 1 knit, 1 yarn over, place a marker, 2 knit, place a marker, 1 yarn over, 1 knit. The
two markers delimit the 2 central stitches, so they will ALWAYS move forward during the work,
keeping them immediately before and immediatily after the two central stitches.
2° row: 2 knit, 2 purl, 2 knit.
3° row: 1 knit, 1 yarn over, knit until the marker, 1 yarn over, 2 knit, 1 yarn over, knit until 1 stitch
remains, 1 yarn over, 1 knit.
4° row: knit until the marker, 2 purl, knit.
Repeat rows 3 and 4 twice. There will be 4 “ridges”.
Work in STOCKINETTE STITCH as follows:
1° row: 1 knit, 1 yarn over, knit until the marker, 1 yarn over, 2 knit, 1 yarn over, knit until 1 stitch
remains, 1 yarn over, 1 knit.
2° row: 1 knit, purl until 1 stitch remains, 1 knit.
Repeat these two rows until it will have a total of 16 rows in stockinette stitch, then make a ridge (in
the first row of the ridge remember to increase at the beginning and at the end of the row and before
and after the 2 central stitches; in the second of the two rows of the ridge, purl the 2 central stitches).
Repeat the sequence of 16 rows in stockinette stitch and 1 ridge for 3 more times. After the last ridge
work in DROPPED STITCHES ROW as follows:
1° row: 1 knit, 1 yarn over, knit until the marker, 1 yarn over, 2 knit, 1 yarn over, knit until 1 stitch
remains, 1 yarn over, 1 knit.
2° row: knit until the marker, 2 purl, knit.
3° row: knit wrapping the yarn twice around the needle, 1 yarn over, knit wrapping the yarn twice
around the needle until the marker, 1 yarn over, 2 knit, 1 yarn over, knit wrapping the yarn twice
around the needle until 1 stitch remains, 1 yarn over, 1 knit wrapping the yarn twice around the needle.
4° row: knit inserting the needle only in the first stitch, dropping the second stitch until the marker, 2
purl, knit inserting the needle only in the first stitch, dropping the second stitch.
Repeat these 4 rows until it will have 10 perforated rows, then make 2 ridges (in the first row of the
ridge remember to increase at the beginning and at the end of the row and before and after the 2
central stitches; in the second of the two rows of the ridge, purl the 2 central stitches).

Cast off on the right side and decorate the extremity of the shawl with a tassel.
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